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CALVERT ENDS THE SEASON WITH
BACK-TO-BACK WINS AND THE CHAMPIONSHIP

I

t was a full 19-car field in Jet-Hot Open Comp at the 5th Annual Mickey Thompson NMCA West World Finals,
and all 19 racers had their combinations set on kill, all jockeying for their final points of the year. At the end of
qualifying, Brent Calvert was in the number-one spot, with a .002-second reaction time. Right behind him, and
vying to keep his points lead, was Greg Dreher with a .003 effort. Ron DeHoop was in third with a .006, and Ron
Mihld was in fourth with an identical .006. Rounding out the top 5 with a.007 was Monte Lafrenz.
Coming into eliminations, Calvert knew that a season championship would take an interesting set of circumstances.
“Coming into the final race, I was concerned about Open Comp because I was either second or third going into
the race, and I was several hundred points behind Greg [Dreher],” explained Calvert. In his first run of the day on
Sunday, Calvert had the competition bye thanks to the number-one-qualifier spot, and ran an .032 package to get
the day started. Next in line was Dan Marciano, but that would be another single, as Marciano ran into valvetrain
issues. Next up was Dennis Sato. In an awkward start, both parties were slow off the line, and Sato was in obvious
distress, which allowed Calvert to streak to the win and a semifinal-round appearance. There, he met John Guinn.
Both parties hit the tree hard, and neither party lifted at the stripe, resulting in a double breakout, with Calvert
advancing as the lessor-offender.
As Paul Geis and Calvert lined up—the final pairing of 2016—both drivers knew what was on the line, and both
took big shots at the tree. Unfortunately, Geis came up -.011 red, while Calvert was .009 green, handing him the
automatic win, and when the points were tallied, the 2016 Open Comp Championship.
“Open Comp was a long shot but it happened,” said Calvert. “Dreher went out first round and it opened the
door for me. That silver car is a monster. It is so consistent, with the tuning that we can do to it. We can dial it in to
run the number in any condition, almost every time. It was definitely a good year.” FSC

The absolutely worst way to lose—a .001-second red
light—befell Monte Lafrenz in the third round, after a
9.542 on a 9.54 index in the previous round.
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John Guinn and his late-model Camaro were seriously pushing the limits, with two double-breakouts in the first three
rounds. Unfortunately for him, he was on the wrong side of
a third double breakout against Calvert in the semifinals.

Paul Geis had decent, if not safe lights all weekend long.
Apparently, he turned up the wick in his ’52 pickup in the
final, took a big whack at the tree, and unfortunately
received a -.011 red light for his efforts.

Greg Dreher came into the race leading in points. After
qualifying second, the championship was within his reach,
as long as he matched Calvert round for round.
Unfortunately, a big double breakout in the first round, left
the door wide open for Calvert.

